PSB Property & Evidence Remodel – Design Only

OVERVIEW

The work includes remodeling of existing storage area into an evidence turnover area, a supervisor office, and a small storage area. All other existing spaces to remain as is. It is anticipated that the existing mechanical system is adequate to accommodate the space/use and no new mechanical equipment is anticipated; re-ducting of the space is. Electrical work will be limited to lighting for the new area of work, electrical to support the space uses, and data cabling rough-in. Additionally, electrical is anticipated to the existing furniture systems in the adjacent space if available from the existing electrical panels.

HIGHLIGHTS

Location: Public Safety Building
Architect: Slichter-Urgrin Architecture
General Contractor: N/A
Completion: Summer 2024
Project Budget: $15,000

CONTACT:
Ada County Operations
Bob Carney, Director
Jeremiah Cameron, Project Manager
Telephone: (208) 287-7100
Email: jcameron@adacounty.id.gov